
The Amazing Hiking Trip of Mt. Itamos in Sithonia

Hike through the beautiful forest of Mt. Itamos and admire the amazing view
Do you love hiking in a green forest admiring breathtaking views? If so, the Amazing Hiking Tour of Mt.
Itamos from Sea Kayak Halkidiki is for you!
The Sithonia peninsula in Halkidiki, Greece is best known for its beaches. However, there is no better way to
admire the coastline than watching the beautiful view from above. Sea Kayak Halkidiki Hiking Trip, takes you
through the hidden hiking trails of Mt. Itamos, which extends all over the peninsula and took its name from the
homonymous pinewood tree.

Our Hiking Trip lasts approximately 3 - 4 hours and it follows the trails throughout mountain’s pinewoods, in an
equally dense network of wide paths and small roads, which constitute the most beautiful and unexploited routes
of Sithonia. It is a protected reserve with extraordinary flaura and fauna. The forest is ideal for walking and
throughout most of the trip you have the chance to admire marvelous views towards Vourvourou bay and the
complex of Diaporos islands as well as the Agio Oros bay which is dominated by the imposing shape of Mt.
Athos (2.033 m). Mammals that live in the mountain are wolves, foxes, rabbits and wild boars and roe deer.

We’ll guide you through the history of the mountain, its unique wildlife, making of course, small breaks for
photography and reflection on the majesty of the panoramic views.

Environmental Data 
Height: 823m  
Characterizes as:  National Reserve 
Main trees in the forest:  Common pine trees and some black pine trees 
Important birds and animals: 105 
Important plants:  44

Please note that the exact details of your trip will depend upon both weather conditions and other people in
the group. In case of cancellation due to bad weather or technical difficulties, you will either be provided with an
alternative trip at the same cost or you will be fully refunded. 
There is a minimum number of 4 participants required for the implementation of this hiking trip. Sea Kayak
Halkidiki reserves the right to postpone or cancel the trip in case of non completion of the required number of
participants.

Basic Info 
Departure: 09: 00 - Arrival:  12: 00  
Activity duration with breaks:  3 Hours 
Price per person: 30 € 
Trail distance:  8 Km  
Route type:  Unidirectional 
Activity level:  Moderate 
Suitability:  Suitable for all / relatively good physical condition required

Discounts: 
Group discount: 10% off (for 4 adults and more) 



Children 7-12 years old: 50% off (if accompanied by at least 1 adult) 
Children 4-6 years old: Free (must be accompanied by 2 adults)

Mt. Itamos Hiking Trip Highlights  
- Great for an outdoor activity in a dense green forest 
- Amazing views of the Vourvourou area coastline and Mount Athos (Agio Oros)

Sea Kayak Halkidiki will provide 
- Tour planning – Sightseeing  
- English-speaking guides 
- Bottle of water 
- Picnic with local products & fresh fruits 
- Complimentary photos from the trip

What you should bring 
- Hiking shoes or trainers, Avoid flip-flops and open-shoes  
- Hat and Sun Cream 
- An extra t-shirt  
- Hiking backpack (if available)

For your Amazing Hiking Tour of Mt. Itamos please come about 30 mins earlier your scheduled departure at our
Sea Kayak Center in Vourvourou, Sithonia Halkidikis. Click here to find detailed driving directions.

At a glance

3.5 hours
4 – 15 guests
Does not include pick up and drop-off
Available on certain datesView Calendar
Guide speaks: English, German, Romanian, Greek
Extras offered
Children (8-14 years old)

http://www.seakayakhalkidiki.gr/about-us/driving-directions/
https://www.anyguide.com/tours/the-hiking-tour-of-itamos-mountain#

